Abstract. The critical issue in the complexity of Markov chain sampling techniques has been \mixing time", the number of steps of the chain needed to reach its stationary distribution. It turns out that there are many ways to de ne mixing time|more than a dozen are considered here|but they fall into a small number of classes. The parameters in each class lie within constant multiples of one another, independent of the chain. Furthermore, there are interesting connections between these classes related to time reversal.
Introduction and preliminaries
In the past ten years there have been numerous applications (see, e.g., A2] , JS], DFK]) for sampling via nite Markov chains. A Markov chain is constructed from whose stationary distribution one wishes to sample, and then the chain is run for a xed number of steps after which the distribution of the current state is \nearly" stationary. To determine this xed number, the \mixing time", is usually the main di culty in applying the method. Various methods have been developed to estimate the mixing time of a chain: eigenvalues, coupling, coupling from the past, conductance, strong stopping times, etc.
Various applications of this method require di erent interpretations of the above scheme. First of all, we do not always want to get close to the stationary distribution in the same sense; the measure of distance from the stationary distribution can be chosen in many ways, or rather, the speci c needs of the application can lead to di erent measures here: total variation distance,`2-distance, 2 -distance, entropy distance, pointwise lling up etc.
There are other variations of the problem raised by di erent applications. Perhaps the most basic set-up is when we want to generate a single state from the stationary distribution, starting from some xed state (determined by the rest of the algorithm). This leads to the de nition of the mixing time from a given state. If we don't have more information about the starting state, we have to use the maximum of this over all starting states, getting the basic de nition of mixing time.
However, in some applications the starting state is already random, and we only want to use the Markov chain to improve its quality. In this case, one might hope that one can take advantage of the randomness already present. We call this situation the \warm start", and our mixing times will have \warm start" versions.
Quite often, we need to generate several independent (or approximately independent) samples from the stationary distribution. In this case we might start the second run of the Markov chain where the rst one stopped, and so the expected time needed for this will be the average, rather than the maximum, of mixing times from individual states. This leads us to the de nition of the reset time. (Note that this is di erent from warm start: we cannot make use of the randomness present in the starting state if we want independence.)
As a further example, we may use the Markov chain to nd an element from a given, but not directly accessible subset of the state space. The worst expected time needed for this (normalized by the measure of the subset) is the set hitting time.
There is no particular reason why a walk must be run for a xed number of steps; in fact, more general stopping rules, some of which \look where they are going", are capable of achieving the stationary distribution exactly. It turns out to be useful to consider stopping rules that achieve any given distribution, when starting from some other given distribution. From a theoretical standpoint, our stopping rules result in a generalization of the notion of \hitting time" to statedistributions. This measure of distance between distributions behaves quite nicely.
(We put no restriction on the amount of computation needed to implement a stopping rule, making the use of these rules as sampling mechanisms unlikely; but such rules are useful in analysis and, as we shall see, often replaceable by simpler ones without too much loss in e ciency.)
By considering the least expected number of steps required by rules of a particular kind to reach the stationary distribution (or some approximation thereof) we obtain further measures of mixing time. To these we may add some additional parameters, related to eigenvalues and the reverse of the given chain. Altogether we obtain a substantial collection of parameters each of which has mixing time implications.
Our objective is to show that the situation is not so hopelessly complex. The main result is that we can place these numbers into a few equivalence classes, within which numbers di er only by constant factors independent of the chain (see Section 3). For the case of reversible chains, such results were obtained by Aldous A2] ; other results in this direction were published in ALW, LW4, LW5] .
To prove the main results, we develop a calculus of \exit frequencies", study the behavior of mixing properties under time reversal, and make use of some linear algebraic tools. We hope that these tools shed some light on the mechanism of mixing.
1.1. Preliminaries. Throughout this paper we will assume a xed irreducible Markov chain with transition matrix M = fp ij g, with a nite state space V of nite cardinality n (see ALW] for extensions to in nite state space). If we say \distribution" without specifying an underlying set, we mean distribution on V . If is a distribution on V and A V , then (A) = P i2A i is the probability of A. If (A) > 0, then we can consider the distribution A de ned by otherwise. We denote by the stationary distribution of the chain. The intensity of a distribution is max i2V i = i .
Most of the time, we use the total variation metric to describe the distance of two distributions. This is de ned by
d( ; ) = max A V ( (A) ? (A)):
It is easy to see that d( ; ) = d( ; ), and this value is just half of the`1-norm of k ? k.
For two distributions 6 = , we de ne the \di erence" distribution n by ( n ) i = maxf0; i ? i g P j maxf0; j ? j g :
Given a Markov chain with transition probabilities p ij , we de ne the reverse chain as the Markov chain on the same set of states, with transition probabilities p ij = j p ji = i . We will generally use the reverse arrow over a symbol to indicate that it refers to this reverse chain.
It is trivial but important that the reverse chain has the same stationary distribution as the original. This follows by straightforward substitution. It turns out that there is a very close relationship between mixing properties of a chain and its reverse.
1.2. Examples: stopping rules. In this section we discuss examples which show that \intelligent" stopping rules can sometimes achieve speci ed distributions in an elegant or surprising manner. Example 1.1 (Cycle). The following is an interesting fact from folklore. Let G be a cycle of length n and start a random walk on G from a node u. Then the probability that v is the last node visited (i.e., the a random walk visits every other node before hitting v) is the same for each v 6 = u.
While this is not an e cient way to generate a uniform random points of the cycle, it indicates that there are entirely di erent ways to use random walks for sampling than walking a given number of steps. This particular method does not generalize; in fact, apart from the complete graph, the cycle is the only graph which enjoys this property (see LW1]). Example 1.2 (Cube). Consider another quite simple graph, the cube, which we view as the graph of vertices and edges of 0; 1] n . Let us do a random walk on it as follows: at each vertex, we select a direction (that is, one of the n coordinate indices) at random, then ip a coin. If we get \heads" we walk along the incident edge corresponding to that direction; if \tails" we stay where we are. We stop when we have selected every direction at least once (whether or not we walked along the edge).
It is trivial that after each of the n directions has been selected, the corresponding coordinate will be 0 or 1 with equal probability, independently of the rest of the coordinates. So the vertex we stop at will be uniformly distributed over all vertices.
This method takes about n lnn coin ips on the average, thus about n ln n=2 actual steps, so it is a quite e cient way to generate a random vertex of the cube (assuming we insist on using random walks; otherwise choosing the coordinates independently is simpler and faster). We will see that it is in fact optimal. Example 1.3 (Card Shu ing). A classic application of Markov chain mixing is shu ing a deck of playing cards; see e.g. BD] where Bayer and Diaconis argue that seven ri e shu es are necessary and su cient to mix a deck of 52 cards. In
Aldous and Diaconis AD], the following simple shu ing algorithm is analyzed: a card is removed from the top of an n-card deck and replaced with equal probability in any of the n slots among the remaining n?1 cards. It is not di cult to see that if we note when the card originally at the bottom of the deck has reached the top and perform just one more shu e, then the deck will be precisely uniformly random. Again, this method takes about n lnn steps on the average, and also as in the cube case, constitutes a \strong" stopping rule in the sense of AD] (the ending distribution is uniform even when conditioned on the stopping rule having taken some xed number of steps). However, we will see later that this shu ing rule is not optimal.
Without going into details, let us remark that the algorithm of Aldous A3] and Broder BR] can be regarded as a stopping rule for a Markov chain on trees that generates the uniform distribution.
Finally, we note that to stop after a xed number of steps in the \continuous" time model of Markov chains (where the time needed by a step is an exponentially distributed random variable) can be viewed as choosing a random number T from a Poisson distribution and stopping after T steps. So here a (randomized) stopping rule is considered which, in many respects, has better properties than the \stop after t steps" rule. A similar remark applies to stopping a \lazy" walk as de ned, e.g., in LS].
2. Access times and mixing times 2.1. General stopping rules. We denote by V be the space of nite \walks" on V , that is, the set of nite strings w = (w 0 ; w 1 ; : : :; w t ), w i 2 S. Relative to the Markov chain we then have
The distribution of w t will be denoted by t , so that 0 = and t i = P wt=i P((w 0 ; : : : ; w t )).
A stopping rule ? is a rule that observes the walk and tells us whether to stop or not, depending on the walk seen so far (but independently of the continuation of the walk). This decision may be reached using coin ips; so the stopping rule just has to specify, for each walk w, the probability of continuing the walk. Formally, ? is a map from V to 0; 1] (it would be enough to de ne ? for walks w with P(w) > 0). We interpret ?(w) as the probability of continuing given that w is the walk so far observed, each such stop-or-go decision being made independently. We assume that with probability 1 the walk eventually stops.
We can also regard ? as a stopping time, i.e., a random variable with values in f0; 1; : : :g, so that we stop at w ? .
The probability of stopping at state j, given starting distribution , is We often think of a stopping rule ? as a means of moving from a starting distribution to a given target distribution = ? ; we say then that ? is a stopping rule from to .
For any Markov chain and any two distributions and , there is at least one nite stopping rule ? from to ; namely, we select a random target state j in accordance with and walk until we reach j. We call this the \naive" stopping rule ; .
Note that if X is a random variable whose values are stopping rules, then X is equivalent to a stopping rule ? whose probability of continuing at w is a sum of X(w) conditioned on X not having stopped the chain so far. Thus our stopping rules are not less general for insisting on independent randomization at each step. For example, the stopping rule given above in Example 1.2 (Cube) does not at rst appear to t our model, but we may simply walk on the (loopless) cube and stop according to the probability that the \draw and ip" rule would stop, given that it reached the current time and state.
The mean length E ? of the stopping rule ? is its expected duration, starting from the distribution . Most often we'll have the distribution tacitly included with the stopping rule, and we just write E?.
If H(i; j) denotes the expected hitting time (mean number of steps to reach j from i), then the mean length of ; is given by
When the target is the stationary distribution for the chain, E ; is independent of the starting distribution , on account of what we call the \Random Target Identity" (also known as the right averaging principle, e.g. in AF]) which says that there is a constant N for which N( ; ) = N 2.3. Di erent mixing measures: de nitions. We can use the notion of the access time H( ; ) between distributions to de ne a parameter-free notion of mixing time. In fact, as described in the introduction, we have several di erent, but reasonably well-motived ways to do so, depending on assumptions about the starting distribution, approximation of the target distribution, and possible additional requirements like independence of the starting and ending state. Notation. Before de ning some of these notions of mixing time, it will be useful to establish a reasonably consistent notation scheme. We will use calligraphic letters (like H or N) to denote mixing measures with di erent letters often used to distinguish classes of stopping rules. The dependence of a mixing measure on the ( xed) transition matrix of a Markov chain will always be understood.
As before we permit initial and target distributions as parameters, e.g. H( ; ) for the access time from to , but we will extend the scope of the arguments even further, to sets of distributions. Approximate mixing. Often we want to reach only a distribution close to . Let d " ( ) denote the ball of radius " and center in the total variation metric. Most often we consider the case = , and we set d " = d " ( ).
We indicate pointwise approximation from above and from below by a bar over or under the subscript, and de ne
(1 + ") g ;
(1 ? ") g ; The former will be called the \dispersion time" and the latter the \ lling time". At this point, the distinction between mixing in the \ lling", \disperse" and \total variation" sense may seem pedantic, but in fact these three mixing measures behave quite di erently.
Warm start. We also consider the e ect of a \warm start", where the starting distribution has bounded intensity (most often intensity at most 2, which is an arbitrary but convenient choice). We will indicate a warm start in our mixing time notation by placing a tilde over the calligraphic letter. Blind rules. A general stopping rule, which may make use of a complete knowledge of the chain, and may do an unlimited amount of computation to decide when to stop, is useless from a practical point of view. Therefore we also introduce a type of stopping rule which, while not capable of achieving arbitrary target distributions, and almost never optimal, is easily implementable and will often provide a good approximation of more sophisticated stopping rules. We call a stopping rule ? blind if ?(w) depends only on the length jwj of the walk.
The simplest blind stopping rule is the stopping rule \stop after t steps". We call this the t-step-rule. Several other practical methods to generate elements from the stationary distribution (approximately) can also be viewed as blind rules. For example, the uniform averaging rule (to be discussed below) of walking u steps and then choosing one of the exited points uniformly can be viewed as a blind rule: after t steps, we stop with probability 1=(u?t). Lazy random walks have been considered (see Lov asz and Simonovits LS]) because they have better convergence to the stationary distribution; the lazy version of a Markov chain is obtained by ipping a coin before each move and staying where we are if we see \heads". Stopping the lazy version of a Markov chain after u steps is equivalent to following the original walk (w 0 ; w 1 ; : : :; w u ) for u steps and then choosing a w t according to the binomial distribution, i.e. with probability ? u t 2 ?u . This is again equivalent to a blind rule, where we stop after t steps with probability u t u t + u t + 1 + + u u : It is often more convenient to describe a blind stopping rule by the probabilities a t that state v t is selected (not conditioning on not having stopped before). Trivially a t 0 and the nite termination of the rule is equivalent to P t a t = 1. The rule is bounded if and only if the sequence a t has a nite number of non-0 terms. Thus a blind rule can always be thought of as an averaging, using the distribution (a t ).
One cannot generate any distribution by a blind stopping rule; for example, starting from the stationary distribution, every blind rule generates the stationary distribution itself. Blind stopping rules will be used to generate the stationary distribution, or at least approximations of it.
Unfortunately, blind rules to achieve the stationary distribution exist only for a rather restricted class of chains, as the following result shows, stated here and in LW4] without proof. Interestingly, the condition formulated in the theorem is most restrictive for time-reversible chains; then all the eigenvalues are real, and typically many of them are positive. Only very special Markov chains admit a blind rule for generating which is mean-optimal.
We introduce the letter B to denote mixing time using blind rules, so that B ( This quantity may well be in nite (for example, when A = f g and B consists of a single state di erent from ). But blind rules will be important in approximate mixing. In particular, we de ne the \blind approximate mixing time"
We can further restrict the rules used in the de nition of these mixing times, to get closer to practically implementable algorithms. To the letter B, reserved for blind rules, we can add the even more restrictive U for uniform averaging rules. The exact forms B( ; ) and U( ; ) may be in nite, but the approximate forms, e.g. U " , make sense.
We de ne the warm blind and uniform mixing timesB " andŨ " in a manner analogous toH " but for blind and uniform stopping rules.
The maximum number of steps. The maximum length max(?) of a stopping rule ? is the maximum length of a walk that has positive probability. ? is said to be bounded if this quantity is nite. The naive rule is in general not bounded, but bounded stopping rules are available when the target distribution has su ciently large support, thus in particular when = (see LW3]).
A stopping rule is max-optimal (for given and ) if max(?) is minimal. The maximum length of a max-optimal stopping rule from to will be denoted by is the related mixing measure, which we cannot resist calling the \maxing time" of the chain.
Independent rules. In many applications repeated independent samples are required from the stationary distribution of a chain. If we use a stopping rule to generate these states, we need to make the following assumption about the rules. A stopping rule is said to be independent if the state at which it stops the chain is independent of the one in which the chain was started. since an independent rule must produce the target distribution \separately" from each starting state.
To get the time needed to generate an independent sample state, we let both the default initial and target distributions for an independent rule be :
obtaining what we call the reset time of the chain (see LW5] ). This is only formally similar to Formula (2.2) for N; in general, N is much larger. (Instead of , one might want to generate independent samples from some other distribution. This leads to the notion of the regeneration time max I( ; ), studied in BL]; however, this turns out to be closely related to commute times rather than mixing times, and will not be discussed here.)
We also introduce an approximate version of the independence time. We say that two random variables X and Y (with values from a set V ) are "-independent, if for every two sets A V and B V , we have
This is a very weak notion of independence, but in some applications of Markov chain techniques to sampling KLS], this is exactly what is needed.
Let the warm reset timeĨ " be the smallest t such that for every starting distribution with
(1 + ") , there exists a stopping rule ? with E? t such that if v 0 is from then v ? is "-independent of the starting state, and ? (1 + ") .
Hitting sets. Another very natural extension of hitting time is1 set-hitting time: for U V , U 6 = ;, let H(s; U) be the expected number of steps before hitting U, when starting from s. More generally, if is any starting distribution, then we de ne H( ; U) as the expected number of steps before hitting U, when starting from a random node drawn from ; clearly, H( ; U) = The set access time S is the mean number of steps required to hit the \toughest" set of states (adjusted by the stationary probability of the set) from the worst start: S := max s S(s; ) = max s2V : U V U H(s; U) : We can de ne the warm start version of the set access time simply asS = S( ; ).
It is immediate that if 2 , then S( ; ) 2S. Forgetting where we started. The next mixing measure which we introduce at this stage does not overtly involve the stationary distribution; instead, we look for the best target distribution, in the sense of expected access time from a worst starting state for that distribution. We call this mixing measure the forget time because it measures, in a sense, the least time it can take to \forget" what state the chain was started in. We denote the forget time by F and this time no arguments are needed: F := min max s2V H(s; ) = min max H( ; ) :
The target distribution which minimizes max s H(s; ) will be called the \forget distribution" and denoted by '. It was proved in LW5] that this distribution is uniquely determined; see LW5] for an explicit formula for .
We can de ne approximate versions of the forget time, by F " := min H( (1 ? ") ) etc. Discrepancy. This quantity is quite closely related to mixing measures, although its de nition seems somewhat arti cial. We de ne
We call Z the discrepancy of the chain, because it could be considered as a measure of \unevenness" of these hitting times.
Recall that the mixing time can be de ned as follows:
So H can also be considered as the maximum \surplus" of hitting times to a xed state, over the average hitting time to that state, while Z is the average \surplus".
We can also average in the other variable, and get a mixing measure introduced when discussing warm start:
Finally, we mention one the most used parameters, the \eigenvalue gap". For a time-reversible chain, this is de ned as follows. Let 1 = 1 > 2 n denote the eigenvalues of the transition matrix M. The eigenvalue gap is the value 1? 2 . The relaxation time is de ned by L = 1 1 ? 2 (we use L to remind us of ).
Unfortunately, for chains that are not time-reversible, there are several ways to de ne this number, and these play di erent roles in mixing. We take the easy route and do not de ne it at all. Strong rules. We mention strong stopping rules, introduced by Aldous and Diaconis AD], which have been used very successfully to estimate mixing times. A stopping rule ? is said to be strong if the nal state v ? is independent of the number of steps ?. In other words, for any time t with P(? = t) > 0, the conditional distribution f t j? = tg is the same as ? .
Di erent mixing measures: examples. We give some examples of
Markov chains and various mixing measures. We state the values without proof (just with some hints), and without any attempts of providing complete analysis. The computation of some of these mixing times is based on the results in Chapter 4.
Example 2.4 (Two States). It turns out that already the simplest nontrivial chain shows some interesting phenomena. Suppose that there are just two states 1 and 2, with transition matrix 1?a a b 1?b ; 0 < a b < 1 : It will be convenient to set d = a + b and c = a=(a + b), so that a = cd and
It is easy to see that 1 = 1 ? c, 2 = c. Hence the chain is time-reversible. It is also clear that H(1; 2) = 1=a = 1=(cd) and H(2; 1) = 1=b = 1=(1 ? c)d.
The naive rule is optimal from any starting state, since the other one will be a halting state. This gives that
It follows that I = 1=d and it is not di cult to compute that F = 1=d. The eigenvalues of the transition matrix are 1 and 1 ? d, and hence L = 1=d as well.
Approximate mixing times are similar. We only discuss the quantity H " , the time needed to get closer to than " in the total variation distance, where " < 1=4 is given. If we start at 2, then clearly the best target distribution , with d( ; ) ", is 0 = (1 ? c ? "; c + "), and it is easy to compute that H(2; d " ) = H(2; 0 ) = 1 ? c ? "
The situation is somewhat more complicated if we start at 1. If " c, then a similar computation yields H(1; d " ) = c ? " cd : But if " > c, then already the starting distribution is closer to than ", and thus H(1; d " ) = 0. It is easy to check that 2 is always the worse starting state, and hence H " = 1 ? c ? "
2d : So we gain at most a factor of two by allowing only approximate mixing, independently of ".
Another quantity worth computing isH " , the approximate mixing time from warm start. There are basically two starting distributions to worry about, namely (1; 0) (which we denote by '1') and = (1 ? 2c; 2c) (all others are convex combinations of these, and it is easy to argue that they are not worse than these two). If " c then these distributions are already in d " , so in this caseH " = 0. If " c, Note the strange dependence on ".
The maximum time of any rule from 2 to is quite di erent. If we happen to stay at 2 then we cannot stop until the probability of still being at 2 is reduced to its stationary probability. This gives M log c log(1 ? (1 ? c)d) (one can show that equality holds here). If, say, d = 1=2, then H = 2 while M > log(1=c).
Blind rules don't fare well either. Just to give a rough argument, suppose that a blind rule, starting from 2, yields a distribution with intensity at most 2. If the rule stops after M ? 2 or fewer steps, then it stops at 2 with at least four times the stationary probability. Hence at least half of the time it stops after more than M ? 2 steps. This shows that B 1 > M ? 2 2 : Example 2.5 (Path). Consider the classic case of a random walk on the path with nodes labeled 1; 2; : : : ; n. The hitting times from endpoints are H(1; j + 1) = H(n; n ? j) = j 2 and the stationary distribution is 1 2n?2 ; 1 n?1 ; 1 n?1 ; : : : ; 1 n?1 ; 1 2n?2 ; since for any random walk on a graph i is proportional to the degree of the node i.
It is clear that halting states from any state to can only be the endnodes; the two endnodes are also the pessimal starting states (cf. Corollary 4.12(c)). Suppose that we start at 1. Owing to the special topology of the path, the naive rule has a halting state (namely the state n), and hence it is optimal by Theorem 2.2. Thus we can compute the mixing time easily: H(1; ) = n?2 X k=0 1 n ? 1 k 2 + 1 2n ? 2 (n ? 1) 2 = 2n 2 ? 4n + 3
:
The naive rule is not bounded, so to get any idea of the maxing time, one has to consider more complicated rules. It can be shown that M = O(n 2 ), but the exact value does not seem to be known. To forget, one can walk to the midpoint of the path and stop there (assume for simplicity that n is odd). It turns out that this is optimal, and hence F = (n ? 1) 2 4 : Thus the forget time is smaller than the mixing time, but has the same order of magnitude. The relaxation time behaves similarly: its value is L = 1 1 ? cos( =(n + 1)) 2n 2 2 : Example 2.6 (Fat Path). Let us modify the path to give the walk a large drift. We connect nodes i and i + 1 by 2 n?i?1 parallel edges. We also add a (twoway) loop at n and 2 n?2 loops at 1, just to make the numbers come out nicer (see Fig. 1 ). Again, it follows e.g. from Corollary 4.12(c) that the endnodes are pessimal, and the naive rule is optimal when starting at an endnode, whence elementary computation gives H(1; ) = H(n; ) = 3n ? 6 + 3 2 n?1 3n: Note that it takes exactly the same time to reach from both endnodes, but through a very di erent arithmetic! If we want to get only close to (in total variation distance), then the two endnodes will behave quite di erently. From n, we need to get to the other \most of the time", and hence H " 3n for every xed " < 1. But from 1, we only need to get to the last log(1=") nodes (the rest has stationary measure less than "), and hence the time needed for this is only about log 2 (1=").
A similar argument would work to show that the total variation mixing time, with warm start, is only O(log(1=")).
Example 2.7 (Cycle). Consider an (undirected) cycle of length n, where (say) n is even. Then of course each node is pessimal, and it is not di cult to compute that H = n 2 12 + 1 6 : (Compare this with expected time n ? 1 n n(n ? 1) 2 = (n ? 1) 2 2 for staying at 0 with probability 1=n else walking until the last new vertex is hit as in Example 1.1.) Figure 2 . The winning streak, for n = 6
The fact that the cycle has a node-transitive automorphism group makes the determination of the reset and forget times easy. Clearly is the uniform distribution, H(i; ) is the same for all i, and hence I = H. The uniqueness of the forget distribution implies that it must be just , and hence F = I.
The eigenvalues of the cycle are well known, and hence it is easy to compute the relaxation time:
2 : It is also worth taking a look at the directed cycle, which is perhaps the simplest case that is not time-reversible. The walk on this is deterministic, but the mixing times are de ned nevertheless. The naive rule is optimal (it has a halting state), and hence H = (n?1)=2. It is also clear that M = n?1. As before, rotational symmetry implies that F = I = H. A very special property of the winning streak chain is that the (n?1)-step-rule generates the stationary distribution from every starting state. To see this, note that every walk can be described by a sequence HTTH : : : of independent coin ips, where \head" means to go right (or stay in state n), while \tail" means to fall back to 1. This sequence leads to state i if and only if the sequence ends with exactly i?1 heads; the probability that this happens is just 2 ?i if i < n and 2 ?(n?1) , if i = n.
The (n?1)-step rule is optimal if we start at 1, since n is then a halting state; it is also optimal if we start at n, since n?1 is then a halting state; but it is not optimal when starting at any other state, since it is easy to check that it has no halting state. Hence H = n?1; I < n?1:
For the reset time, a more tedious calculation shows that I = n ? k + 1 ? n?k 2 k ? 1 Figure 3 . The reverse winning streak, for n = 6
where k is the largest integer with 2 k n ? k + 1 (so k log 2 n; H(i; ) behaves di erently for i < k and i k). This value is strictly smaller than the mixing time H, but still asymptotically n.
If we want to forget where we started, a very simple strategy is to stop at 1. This happens in an expected number of at most 2 steps, no matter where we start, and hence
It turns out that it is slightly better if we allow a tiny probability of stopping elsewhere; the exact value of the forget time is F = 2 ? 2 ?(n?2) ; achieved by the rule \walk until you hit 1 or make n?1 steps, whichever comes rst". Example 2.9 (Reverse Winning Streak). Now look at the reverse chain of the previous example (see Fig. 3 ). Here the transition probabilities are p i+1;i = 1 for 1 i n ? 1, p n;n?1 = p n;n = 1=2, p 1;i = 2 ?i for 1 i n ? 1 and p 1;n = 2 ?(n?1) (other transition probabilities are 0). So the transition from any state is deterministic except for the transition from state 1, which leads directly to the stationary distribution. From any other state i < n, we can walk to 1 and then make one more move, which takes i moves. This rule is optimal (n is a halting state). We could use the same rule if we start at the last state, but it would not be optimal; instead, the following strategy is optimal: walk for n?1 steps.
It follows that the mixing time is H = n?1, while the reset time is I = 1 2 1 + 1 4 2 + + 1 2 n?1 (n ? 1) + 1 2 n?1 (n ? 1) = 2 ? 1 2 n?2 : To forget, we can again walk to node 1; in this chain, this will take n steps from the worst starting node. It turns out, somewhat surprisingly, that this rule is almost optimal; we have F n.
Main results
This section states the main results of this paper. We discuss ve groups of mixing times. The relationship between these groups is shown in Fig. 4 . Each group contains several mixing measures, which are all within absolute constant factors of each other (for the relaxation group, some these equivalences are only conjectured, and the statements of the results are more complicated for some of the parametric measures; see Theorems 3.5 and 3.6. Mixing measures in a group higher up in the gure are larger (again, up to an absolute constant factor). We will see that parameters in the same group are often quite di erently de ned and their equivalence is unexpected. We'll also see that re ecting the gure in the vertical axis corresponds to time reversal. Thus, the Relaxation Group, Mixing Group and Maxing Group are invariant under time reversal (again, up to absolute constants), while the Forget Group and Reset Group are interchanged.
For every chain, either the Forget Group or the Reset Group is within an absolute constant factor of the Mixing group, but generally not both. Thus in every nite Markov chain, either \forgetting is di cult" or \resetting is di cult".
We don't know if this dichotomy is re ected in other properties of nite Markov chains. In time-reversible chains, all three groups coincide.
Throughout, we consider the error parameter 0 < " < 1=4 xed. Below, if we write A B for two mixing measures, it means that there are constants c 1 ; c 2 > 0 such that c 1 A B c 2 A. Similarly, A B means that there is a constant c > 0 such that A cB. These constants may depend on the error parameter ", but not on the chain. It should also be remarked that the constants are moderate (see Section 5 for a detailed statement of these relations).
3.1. Groups of mixing times. The Mixing Group is a small group containing the most important mixing measure, the mixing time H. The following theorem shows that the approximate lling time is also in this group (see AF] for this result and many others in the setting of reversible Markov chains). While either one of the forget and reset times may be much smaller than the mixing time, their maximum (or, equivalently, sum) is also in this group. H H " maxfF; Ig:
The Forget Group contains a number of interesting invariants: the forget time F; the set access time S; for any xed " > 0, the approximate mixing times H " and H " ; and both approximate forget times F " and F " . Note that the approximate mixing time H " is not in this group. It will then follow by general results thatB " is in this group for every xed ". The Relaxation Group contains several important parameters: the warm set access timeS, the warm discrepancyZ, the average discrepancy G, the relaxation time L. Among the approximate mixing times, we consider H = max " H( (1 + 2") ; (1 + ") );
which we call the excess halving time. We list two further interesting mixing measures in this group: the warm independence timeĨ " , and the warm approximate mixing timeH " . The following theorem states that these are \essentially equivalent"; but we have to explicitly state the dependence on ". Recall that in Example 2.4,H " was 0 for " c but positive for " < c, where 0 < c 1=2 was an arbitrary parameter of the chain; so no equivalence can be established, say, betweenH " andH 2" . Theorem 3.6. For every nite Markov chain and every " > 0, we have "Ũ 2" H " B " Ũ " andĨ 6"
H " Ĩ "=3 :
3.2. Relations between groups. The next result shows that the ratio of mixing measures in di erent groups may be unbounded, but even the ratio quantities in di erent groups remains relatively small: the reset group and the maxing group are not more than a factor ln^ apart, where^ := min i f i g. Considering the reverse chain, we get a similar inequality between the forget and maxing groups. We conjecture that a similar inequality must hold between the relaxation and maxing groups.
Theorem 3.7.
M ln 1 B 1=2 :
Note that in a typical application in sampling algorithms the state space V is exponentially large (in terms of the natural \size" of the problem), and in the setting of approximate counting is most often uniform. In such cases ln(1=^ ) is polynomial, and it follows that all mixing measures are are within polynomial factors of one another.
The winning streak chain (Example 2.8 shows that the logarithmic factor in the upper bound in the theorem can occur already as the quotient H=F; in this case of course M I H and L F. The reverse winning steak chain of course shows a similar situation with F and I interchanged. The chain with two states in Example 2.4 shows that this logarithmic factor can also occur as the ratio M=H, even in the time-reversible case (and then of course H F = I L). Finally, Example 2.6 shows that this logarithmic factor can also occur as I=L in a time-reversible chain (in this case of course M H F = I).
We conclude by stating a theorem that implies that the mixing, maxing and relaxation groups are invariant under time reversal, while the forget and reset groups are interchanged. Parts (a) and (c) appear, with proofs, in LW5]. In other words, the values p ij x i (?) can be viewed as values of a ow through the underlying graph, from supply to demand . This is also easily seen by observing that p ij x i (?) is the expected number of passes from i to j while following ?.
The next theorem, found also in LW4], implies that the exit frequencies of a stopping rule are \almost" determined by the starting and target distributions. It follows from Theorem 4.3 that the exit frequencies of any mean-optimal stopping rule from to are the same. We denote them by x i ( ; ).
Another way of formulating Theorem 4.3 is to say that the values x i ? i E?
are the same for every stopping rule ? (optimal or not) from a given to a given . We call these values the exit discrepancies and denote them by z i ( ; ). They will be very convenient quantities to use.
In particular, we can compute z k ( ; ) by considering the naive rule:
(4.1) Although derived from the naive rule, this formula holds for the exit discrepancies of any stopping rule from to , a fact we shall exploit throughout. Applying it to any optimal rule, we get the following result: We can also de ne the warm start version of Z, Z := max 2 kz( ; )k : 4.2. Optimal stopping rules. We describe two optimal stopping rules whose analysis will be needed in proving our main results. A more detailed analysis of these and other optimal stopping rules will be deferred to another publication.
Chain rule. Let be a probability distribution on the subsets of the state space V , and observe that it provides a stopping rule: \choose a subset U from , and walk until some state in U is hit". The naive rule is of course a special case, with concentrated on singletons.
Theorem 4.6. For every starting distribution and target distribution , there exists a unique distribution which is concentrated on a chain of subsets and gives an optimal stopping rule for generating .
Proof. Starting the chain from distribution , let U be the distribution of the rst node in U, for every subset U. For example, V = . Let U 0 = V , 0 = . We de ne distinct nodes i 1 ; : : :; i n , non-negative numbers 1 ; : : :; n , and non-negative vectors 1 ; : : :; n 2 R V , by induction. Assume that we have de ned i j , j and j for j k. Let U k+1 = S n fi 1 ; : : :; i k g. We call this rule the \chain rule" and denote it by . A rather neat way to think of this rule is to assign a \price", a real value r(i) = 1 ? P f U : i 2 Ug to each state i. The rule is then implemented by choosing a random real \budget" b uniformly from 0; 1] and walking until a state j with r(j) b (an item that we can buy) is reached.
As an application of the chain rule, we prove a general inequality concerning set hitting times. Proof. We use the chain rule. By Theorem 4.6, there exists a labelling f0; : : :; n?1g of the nodes and a probability distribution such that setting S j = fj; j + 1; : : :; n?1g, selecting a j, 0 j n?1 according to and then walking until S j is hit, generates . Note that (S j ) (S j ); (4.8) since (S j ) = j + + n?1 is the probability of choosing a subset of S j as our target, and in this case we certainly end up in S j .
To prove the rst inequality, x the subscript m such that (S m+1 ) 1=(1 + ") < (S m ). Now modify the chain rule by selecting S j with probability Thus if we hit a state past the release time we stop; otherwise we continue, except that if we're within 1, we use the fractional part to randomize. Theorems 4.9 and 4.10, from LW2] and LW4], establish the universality and max-optimality of threshold rules.
Theorem 4.9. For every starting distribution and target distribution , there exists a threshold function h which gives an optimal stopping rule for generating .
Proof. We de ne this rule recursively as follows. Let p t i be the probability of being at state i after t steps (and thus not having stopped at a prior step); let q t i be the probability of stopping at state i in fewer than t steps. Let x t i be the expected number of exits from state i, again in fewer than t steps. Let x i be the exit frequency of state i in any optimal rule from to . We'll maintain that x t i x i . Then if we are at state i after step t, we continue with probability minf1; (x i ? x t i )=p t i g.
It is clear that this rule gives the recurrence x t+1 i = min(x i ; x t i + p t i ); and hence x t+1 i x i remains valid. Let us also observe q t j j remains valid. Indeed, if we stop at j by time t at all, then we have x t+1 j = x j ; but then the expected number of times j is entered by time t + 1 is j + X i p ij x t i j + X i p ij x i = j + x j = j + x t+1 j ;
and hence the expected number of times we stop there is at most j .
It is also clear that we stop with probability 1 (since the sum of its exit frequencies is bounded) and does achieve an ending distribution. Thus this distribution must be . The rule is optimal, since the state with x i = 0 is a halting state.
To show that this rule is a threshold rule, we de ne the thresholds h i as follows. For a given state i, consider the largest t i for which x ti i < x i , and let The threshold vector may not be uniquely determined by a threshold rule (e.g. all possible thresholds h i smaller than the time before any possible walk reaches i are equivalent), but by convention we always associate with the vector each of whose coordinates is minimal. Then h is nite if and only if is bounded. In fact more is true, Theorem 4.10. For any two distributions and , the threshold rule is maxoptimal. In other words, if h i (i 2 V ) are the thresholds for an optimal threshold rule from to , then M( ; ) = max i dh i e:
Proof. Let, as before, p t i be the probability that following the threshold rule , we are at state i after t steps, and let x t i be the expected number of exits from state i in fewer than t steps. Let ? be any stopping rule from to , and let p t i (?) and x t i (?) be the corresponding quantities for ?.
We claim that x t i (?) x t i for all i and t. This clearly implies that the max(?) max( ) as claimed. Using induction on t, we have x t+1 i (?) min(x i ; x t i (?) + p t i (?)) min(x i ; x t i + p t i ) = x t+1 i : 4.3. Reverse chains. We de ned reverse chains in the introduction and mentioned that they have the same stationary distribution as the \forward" chain. Here we study exit frequencies and access times in reverse chains. The key to the proof of many properties of the reverse chain is the following general \duality formula", proved in LW5]. We recall some consequences of this lemma. (c) If i is a pessimal state and j is a halting state from i to , then j is a pessimal state for the reverse chain and i is a halting state from j to in the reverse chain.
In particular, every time-reversible chain has (at least) two pessimal starting states, which are halting states for getting from the other to . 4.4. Matrix formulas. We describe some useful formulas connecting the transition matrix M with mixing parameters. All matrices below are n n (where n = jV j), and their rows and columns are indexed by states. H is the matrix of hitting times: H ij = H(i; j). We denote by R the diagonal matrix with the return time 1= i in the i-th position of the diagonal. The identity matrix is denoted by I, the all-1 matrix, by J.
It is easy to see that these matrices satisfy the equation The rst assertion is immediate from Corollary 4.12, the second, from the de nition of G.
By Theorem 2.1, we get H(i; ) = max j (H(i; j) ? H( ; j)) = max j G ij :
Hence the mixing time is the largest entry of G. More generally, the matrix G can be used to express several mixing measures. Lemma 4.14. For every two distributions and , and every 0 " < 1, H( ; ) H( ; (1 ? ") ) + " 1 ? " H( (1 ? ") ) :
Proof. Let be any starting distribution, and consider the following stopping rule: follow an optimal stopping rule ? rule from to ? such that ? (1 ? ") .
We get a random state w from distribution ? . We ip a biased coin and stop with probability (1 ? ") w = ?
w (by our assumption on ?, this is at most 1). The probability that we stop at state i is and hence the probability that we stop at all is 1 ? ".
If we do not stop, the continuation of the walk can be considered as a walk starting from the distribution 0 = 1 " ? ? 1?" " . We follow an optimal stopping rule ? 0 from 0 to ( 0 ) ? 0 , such that ( 0 ) ? 0 > (1 ? ") , to get a random state j; there we stop with probability (1 ? ") j =( 0 ) ? 0 j , else follow an optimal stopping rule ? 00 from 00 = 1 " ( 0 ) ? 0 ? 1?" " to get close to etc. The probability that we stop (eventually) at state i is (1 ? ") i + "(1 ? ") i + " 2 (1 ? ") i + = i :
These numbers add up to 1, hence we stop with probability 1. The expected number of steps is E? + "E? 0 + " 2 E? 00 + 1 1 ? " H( (1 ? ") ) :
Corollary 4.15. For any target distribution and 0 " < 1, H( ) 1 1 ? " H( (1 ? ") ) :
In particular, H 1 1 ? " H " : 4.6. Elementary properties of access times. As a preliminary remark, we note that making a move independently of where we are does not hurt; more exactly, recalling that d is total variation distance and 1 is the state distribution after one step of the chain, we have Proof. The rst inequality is easily checked. To prove the second, consider the following rule from to : make one step, then follow an optimal rule from 1 to . Comparing this with an optimal rule from to using Theorem 4.3, we get by Lemma 4.2. Since there is a state i for which the right hand side is 0, the second inequality also follows.
As an immediate corollary of Theorem 2.1 we obtain that H( ; ) depends on the di erence ? only. In fact a little more follows:
Corollary 4.17. Let ; ; ; be four distributions such that ? = c( ? ).
Then H( ; ) = cH( ; ) : It is easy to see that the access time H( ; ) is convex in both its arguments.
Next we study how access times behave if the source, or the target, distribution is changed \a little". Theorem 4.14 implies the following bound on the \sensitivity" of the target distribution:
Lemma 4.18. Let and 0 be distributions and 0 < " < 1 such that 0
(1 ? ") . Then for any starting distribution , H( ; ) H( ; 0 ) + " 1 ? " H( 0 ) :
In particular,
There is an analogous property of starting distributions: 4.7. Approximation by averaging. If we consider only stopping at some xed time, even approximating may take far more time than a mean-optimal rule (for example when the chain is almost periodic). However, there are very simple blind approximate stopping rules that are easily implementable and give a good approximation of the stationary distribution, in expected time only a constant factor more than the mixing time.
The uniform averaging rule = t (t 0) is de ned as follows: choose a random integer Y uniformly from the interval f0; : : :; t?1, and stop after Y steps.
(To describe this as a stopping rule: stop after the u-th step with probability 1=(t?u) (u = 0; : : :; t?1).) We shall give estimates on how close the distribution of the state generated by the averaging rule is to the stationary. To this end, we derive an explicit formula for the distribution of the state produced by the averaging rule. = + 1 t z( ; t ) : Proof. Let x i denote the expected number of times state i is exited during the rst t steps. Note that i = x i =t. Then the x i are the exit frequencies of a rule from to t , and hence by Theorem 4.3, we have x i ? i t = z i ( ; t ) ; whence the lemma follows.
With a little more care we can obtain a result that estimates the error of the uniform averaging rule in terms of the approximate mixing time starting from the same distribution. Our next goal is to describe a rule giving a point that has a probability of at least (1 ? ") i of being at state i. We assume that the starting distribution is already close to in the total variation distance (this can be achieved, by the above, using the averaging rule), and do another averaging. As before, let Y be chosen uniformly from f0; : : :; t?1g. The main result is the following. It follows that in order to ll up to a factor 1 ? ", it su ces to choose two integers Y 1 and Y 2 uniformly and independently from f0; : : :; H="g, and then do Y 1 + Y 2 steps; symbolically, H " B " H=".
This result is not entirely satisfactory, however; one would like to see that the error diminishes exponentially with t or, in other words, that the time needed is proportional to log(1=") rather than to 1=". Next we describe another simple averaging rule that achieves this. The result below also follows by adaptation of the \multiplicativity property" in Aldous AF] .
Let M > 0, t = 8dHe, and let X be the sum of M independent random variables Y Proof. Let t be the smallest integer such that P(Y > t) =2. De ne a non-negative integer valued random variable W by
Then clearly 4.8. Parameter dependence. Some of our mixing measures involve one or two somewhat arbitrary parameters: approximate mixing times depend on the error in the approximation (usually denoted by "), while quantities de ned for warm start depend on the bound on the intensity of the starting distribution (often set to 2). In this section we give a brief discussion of this dependence. Similar inequalities hold for the disperse times and also for the blind rules. The conventional wisdom is that the error drops exponentially with time, or put it in another way, the mixing time depends logarithmically on the error. This is indeed true in several situations, but not always. Example 2.4 illustrates that the dependence on the error parameter can be quite tricky.
A nice clean result is due to Aldous and Diaconis AD] . Let e(t) = maxd( t ; t ), where the maximum is taken over all starting distributions and . Clearly the maximum is attained when and are concentrated on singletons. Note that obviously d( t ; ) = d( t ; t ) e(t) for every , and e(t) 2 max d( t ; ).
Lemma 4.28. For every t 1 ; t 2 0, e(t 1 + t 2 ) e(t 1 )e(t 2 ): Thus if we know, say, that d( t ; ) 1=4 for every starting distribution , then it follows that e(t) 1=2, and hence d( kt ; ) e(kt) 1=2 k .
One can carry over this argument to blind rules, and prove B 2"1"2 B "1 B "2 :
Note that we do not get a similar result for the uniform averaging rule, because there the error in decreases only as 1=t as the parameter t increases.
For the approximate mixing ( lling) time H " , Theorem 5.9 implies that it is essentially independent of ". Similar assertion holds for the approximate mixing times H " and H" in the time-reversible case. In the case of general Markov chains, we know from Theorem 5.1 below that H " H " 16(1 + ln(1="))H 1=8 ;
which implies a similar exponential convergence.
In what follows, we study dependence of parameters when we also put restrictions on the starting distribution. Our main interest is in the case of warm start, but we need results about more general restrictions. Then apply an optimal blind rule from to some 2 C. Since B is closed, it follows that 2 B. Thus B( ; B \ C) E? + E , which proves the rst inequality.
The second inequality is trivial, if we observe that a blind stopping rule from a 2 A to some 2 C yields a distribution in B \C is happens to be in B \A. The reverse inequality follows similarly.
5.1. The forget group: proof of Theorem 3.2. We start with a more complete statement of the theorem. Theorem 5.1. For every nite Markov chain and 0 < " < 1=2, we have the following inequalities.
( 1 2 ? ")Z F " F " 2H "=2 2H "=2 4(1 + ln(2="))S 4(1 + ln(2="))Z :
In addition, Proof. Consider the rule \if you are at i, make one step with probability x i ( ; )= i and stop, else stop right away". This has the right exit frequencies, and hence it yields .
Lemma 5.13. Suppose that there exists a blind rule such that for any initial distribution ,
=5
5 =4 : Then for every there is a (non-blind) stopping rule ? with ? = and max(?) 2 max( ).
Proof. Let max( ) = t and a j = P( = j) for j = 0; 1; : : :; t. Replacing the transition matrix M by P t j=0 a j M j preserves the stationary distribution, while the condition of the theorem becomes 4 =5 1 5 =4 :
for all . It now su ces to show that M( 1 ; ) 1.
To do this we bound the exit frequencies x i ( 1 ; Proof. De ne a stopping rule from to as follows: the starting state from distribution may as well be generated by starting from and following . But then we can just consider our walk as a continuation and stop it following the rule . This way we get a rule from to with mean length E ? E .
Lemma 5.15. Assume that t = M( ; ) is nite. Then H( ; ) + H( ; t ) t : 0 otherwise.
Then it is easy to check that is a distribution, and that i ("= (A)) i for i 2 B.
Hence by Corollary 4.17 and Inequality 2. 
